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Abstract

Throughout the world, topographic maps are compiled by manually operated

stereoplotters that recreate the geometry of two wide-angle overlapping

stereo frame photographs. Continuous imaging systems such as strip

cameras, electro-optical scanners, or linear arrays of detectors (push

brooms) can also create stereo coverage from which, in theory, topography

can be compiled. However, the instability of an aircraft in the atmosphere

makes this approach impractical. The benign environment of space permits

a satellite to orbit the Earth with very high stability as long as

no local perturbing forces are involved. Solid-state linear-array sensors

have no moving parts and create no perturbing force on the satellite.
Digital data from highly stabilized stereo linear arrays are amenable

to simplified processing to produce both plauimetric imagery and elevation
data. A satellite, called Mapsat, including this concept has been

proposed to accomplish automated mapping in near real time. Image
maps as large as 1:50,000 scale with contours as close as 20-m interval

may be produced from Mapsat data.

Background

The geometry of stereo mapping photographs, whether taken from aircraft

or satellite, is well known and documented. Transforming such photographs

into topographic maps is a relatively slow and expensive process that

for many critical steps defies automation. Compared to an aircraft, a

satellite offers the unique advantages of much greater stability and

uniform velocity.

Utilizing these advantages, a sensing system in space can now provide
imagery of mapping quality, even though a continuous electro-optical

imaging system is used instead of a mapping camera with its inherent

high geometric fidelity. The next generation of space sensors will

include solid-state linear arrays (fig. I) that involve no moving

parts. By continuous imaging with very high geometric fidelity they

will permit, at least in part, the automated mapping of the Earth
from space in three as well as two dimensions. The fundamental difference
between conventional and continuous stereo methods is illustrated

by figure 2.

* Approved for publication by Director, U.S.G.S.
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At least four papers have been published that relate directly to automated

three-dimensional mapping. In 1952, Katz (1) showed how height

measurements could be made with a stereoscopic continuous-strip camera.

The geometry of such a strip camera and stereo linear arrays is basically

the same. In 1962, Elms (2) elaborated on the strip camera concept

and indicated its advantages over frame cameras as a possible component

of an automated mapping system. In 1972, Helava and Chapelle (3) described
the development of instrumentation by which a conventional stereomodel

can be scanned using the epipolar-plane* principle, and thus reducing
image correlation from a two-dimensional to a basically one-dimensional
task.

In 1976 Scarano and Brumm (4) described the automated stereo-mapper

AS-IIB-Xwhich utilizes the epipolar-scan concept and one-dimensional

digital image correlation described by Helava and Chapelle. Thus the
concept of reducing pbotogrsmmetric_data stero correlation from two

to one dimension is well established. The cited literature, however

does not describe the possibility of imaging the Earth directly in

stereoscopic digital form suitable for one-dimensional processing.

Beginning in 1977 a serious effort to define a stereo satellite or

Stereosat (5) was undertaken by NASA. The Stereosat concept calls for

linear-array sensors, looking fore, vertical and aft, but its principal

objective is to provide a stereoscopic view of the Earth rather than

to map it in automated mode. There are other ways of obtaining stereo
imagery with linear arrays. The French SPOT (6) satellite can look

left or right of the track and thus achieves stereo by combining imagery

from nearby passes of the the satellite. NASA's Multispectral Linear
Array (MLA) concept (7), as so far defined, calls for fore and aft

looks through the same set of optics by use of a rotating mirror.

However, neither the SPOT nor NASA's ,_[LAapproach are considered

optimum for stereo mapping of the Earth, as neither is designed to
acquire data in continuous form.

Mapsat Geometric Concept

Linear arrays represent a relatively new remote sensing concept. Five
papers on this subject were presented at the ASP/ACSM annual convention

during March 1978 (8,9,10,iI,12). These papers concentrated on detector

*An epipolar plane is defined by two air or space exposure (imaging)
stations and one point on the ground.
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technology and the application of linear array sensors in a vertical
imaging mode. Welsh (13) recently described the geometry of linear arrays

in stereo mode, although his error analysis for such a system is based on

measurements made from images.rather than com_utations based on the digital
data.

By combining the technology of linear arrays, the concept of epipolar-
plane scanning, and the experience gained from Landsat and other space
sensing systems, Mapsat was defined (14), and its proposed parameters are

listed in Table I. The ,Vmpsat concept was the work of several individuals,

but perhaps the single most important contribution was that of Donald Light

(verbal communication), then of the Defense Mapping Agency, who first

suggested that epipolar planes, as described by Helava (3) and used in the

AS-IIB-X plotter, could be achieved directly from space and that topographic
data might then be extracted in real time. There are several feasible

configurations by which linear arraysensors can continuously acquire stereo

data. It was decided that the system must permit selection from the three

spectral bands, provide for two base-to-height ratios of 0.5 and 1.0 and

be compatible with the epipolar concept. Figure 3 illustrates the
configuration selected to accomplish the stereoscopic as well as monoscopic
functions.

Acquiring stereo data of the Earth in epipolar form directly from space is
the fundamental geometric concept of Mapsat. The epipolar conditions
shown in Figure 4 implies that five points--the observed ground point P,

the two exposure stations SI and S2, and the two image detectors _ and a_--lie
in a single plane. If this epipolar condition is maintained as the satellite

moves along its orbit, every point P observed by detector fi in the forward

looking array will also be observed subsequently by detector a_ in the aft

looking array. Thus image correlation can be obtained by matching

the data stream from detector f_ with that from aL--a one-dimensional

correlation scheme. This description applies equally to the use

of the vertical with either the fore-or aft-looking array but involves
a weaker (0.5) base-to-height ratio than the described use of the fore

and aft arrays (base-to-height ratio of 1.0). In practice the data streams

from more than one detector may be involved since there will normally be some

offset in the path of a given pair of detectors. Moreover under certain

conditions, correlation may be improved by a limited expansion of
_he correlation function to two dimensions.
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Because each detector array is looking at a different portion of the

Earth at any given time, Earth rotation complicates the epipolar
condition. As shown in figure 5, this complication can be overcome

by controlling the spacecraft attitude. This description is obviously

simplified; further complications involve such factors as the ellipsoidal

shape of the Earth, variations in the orbit, spacecraft stability,

and even very large elevation differences. The spacecraft position and
attitude must be precisely determined by such systems as the Global

Positioning System (GPS or NAVSTAR) and frequent stellar referencing.
Satellite attitude control involves gyros and inertial wheels, and,

when a satellite is free of perturbing forces created by moving (actuated)

parts, attitude can be maintained for reasonable periods to the arc-second.

Of course, the sensing system must retain precise geometric relationship
to the attitude control system. Defining the correct satellite attitude

and the rates in yaw, pitch, and roll to maintain the epipolar condition
requires precise mathematical analysis. Two independent analyses, one
by Howell of ITEK (15) and the other by Snyder (16) of U.S.

Geological Survey, confirm Mapsatts geometric feasibility, and a
U.S. patent has been allowed on the concept. Table 2 indicates the
maximum deviations fromthe epipolar condition caused by the various
expected error sources. This table is based on a half orbit (50 minutes)

which covers the daylight portion to which imagery i8 basically timited.
Attitude rate errors _ould be considerable if only corrected once every
50 minutes but, as.the table indicates, 10muinute intervals based on
stellar reference reduce the errors to a reasonable amount. Ten-minute

stellar referencing using star sensors as described by Junkinset el.,

(17), is considered reasonable. Computer programs have been developed

that result in the epipolar plane condition being maintained as long as

adequate positional and attitude reference data are available and properly
utilized. Figure 6 illustratesthe simplicity of elevation determination

in an epipolar plane which is the key element of Mapsat.

Obviously, the Mapsat concept can b_ effectively implemented only if
stringent specifications regarding orbit, stability, reference, and sensor
systems are met. Table 3 lists the Mapsat geometric requirements as defined
to date, and each is considered to be within the state of the art.

Happing Accurac_

By meeting the geometric requirements indicated and achieving stereo

correlation, the resulting map accuracy is compatible with scales as large
as 1:50,000 and contours as close as 20 m interval based on U.S. National

Map Accuracy Standards. Reference 15 covers this analysis in some detail.
Such accuracies result from the indicated geometric requirements and the
following factors:
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o Linear array detectors are positioned with sub-micron accuracy.

o Optical distortion effects, when accounted for by calibration,
are negligible.

o Atmospheric refraction, because of the steep look angles, is of
a very low order and is reasonably well known; air-to-water

refraction is also known where underwater depth determination
is involved.

o Relative timing, which is referenced to data acquisition, is
accurate to within the microsecond.

o Digital stereo correlation, where uniquely achieved, provides
three dimensional root-mean-square (rms) positional accuracy
to within half the pixel dimension.

These considerations result in relative positional errors for defined

points of only 6 to 7m (rms) both horizontally and vertically. This
vertical accuracy requires the 1.0 base-to-height ratio. Such accuracy is
adequate for the mapping indicated but assumes that control is available

for reference to the Earth's figure. As indicated by ITEK (15) and the

author (19), control points of 1,000 km spacing along on orbital path will

be adequate for such a purpose. Where no control exists the absolute accuracy
of the resultant maps, with respect to the Earth's figure, may be in rms

error by 50 to 100 m although their internal (relative) accuracy remains
at the 6 to 7 m rms level.

Stereocorrelation

The determination of elevations from stereo data requires the correlation
of the spectral response from the same point or group of points as
recorded from two different positions. In the aerial photography case
these two positions are the camera stations, whereas with linear arrays in
space the two recording positions are constantly moving with the satellite.
In the photography case, correlation is achieved by orienting the two

photographs to model the acquisition geometry. Once this is done, correlation
can be achieved by the human operator, or the image stereomodel can be scanned
and correlated by automated comparison of the signal patterns from the two
photographs. A system such as the AS-11B-X (3,4) generates one-dimensional

digital data in epipolar planes from the model. In theory, epipolar data
should be correlated much faster than that from a system that must
search in two dimensions to establish correlation. In practice, the automated
correlation of digital data has been only partially successful; and, as Mahoney

(18) has recently pointed out, correlation by either manual or automated systems
is still a slow and costly process. To date, no one has acquired original sensor
data in epipolar form. Thus, no one can really say how well such data can be
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automatically correlated, until a satellite such as Mapsat is flown.

Simulation using digitized aerial photographs or linear-array stereo-sensing

of a terrain model are relevant experiments worth conducting. However, they

will provide only partial answers, since the degree of correlation will depend

on the area involved. The characteristics of the Earth's surface, coupled

with related conditions, such as the atmosphere and Sun angles, are highly
varied; which means that the degree of correlation will also be highly varied.

This problem does not imply that the Mapsat concept has not been validated.

Having stereo data organized in linear digital form is of obvious advantage

to create the three-dimensional model of the Earth's surface. Many areas

will correlate in one-dimensional mode, others will require two-dimensional

treatment, and still other areas may not correlate at all. By properly

defining the satellite parameters and data processing, the correlation
function can be optimized and raised well above that obtainable fro_

wide-angle photography systems. For example, digital data can readily be

modulated to enhance contrast or edges that make up the patterns on which

correlation depends. Photography can also be modulated, but it is far more

difficult (and less effective) than digital-data modulation, as film lacks

the dynamic range and sensitivity of solid-state detectors. Mapsat will

acquire data in an opt_num form for automated correlation, which will expedite

the precise determination of elevations and create digital elevation data

that are becoming a basic tool for many disciplines.

Ac_uisltion Modes and Products

As previously described (i¢), Mapsat is designed to be operated in a wide
variety of modes. These include variation in resolution (10-m elements

on up), spectral bands, swath width, and stereo modes. Such flexibility

permits optimum data acquisition without exceeding a specified data-

transmission rate that is now defined at ¢8 megabits per second (Mb/s).

The Earth's surface is highly varied, and data product requirements are
likewise highly varied. By varying the acquisition modes and, in turn,

producing a variety of products, the data management problem becomes

complicated as compared to existing systems such as Landsat which produces

only two basic types of data. However, solving this data management problem

is a small price to pay for a system that can meet a wide variety of

requirements for remotely sensed data of the Earth. Only four primary
products are expected from Mapsat as follows:

(a) Raw-data digital tapes from which quick-look images can be
displayed in near real time.

(5) Processed digital image _apes callbraned both radiometrically

and geometrically to a defined map projection. Such data will be
two-dimensional (planimetric) but describe the Earth's radiance

(brightness) in multispectral form as is now accomplished by
Landsat Multispectral Scanner tapes.
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(c) Processed digital tapes, again calibrated both radiometrically
and geometrically, but which now describe the Earth's surface

in three dimensions (topographically) with an associated radiance
value. Such tapes are, in effect, digital elevation data sets of
the Earth's surface.

(d) Standardized images, both black-and-white and in color, which
include geometric corrections and radiometric enhancements. Such

corrections and enhancements will be of recognized general value

and of a type that can be performed without undue delay or
excessive cost. The images would also be of standardized scale.

From these four basic products, a wide variety of derivatives can be made which

include the following:

(a) Black-and-white and multicol0r image maps and mosaics at scales

as large as 1:50,000, or even 1:25,000 (1:24,000) where map accuracy
standards are not required.

(b) Thematic displays and maps involving such subjects as land cover
and land use classification.

(c) Maps which depict the Earth's topography by such means as contours

(as close as 20-m interval), slopes, elevation zoues, shaded relief,
and perspective display.

Conclusion

Mapsat will not meet all anticipated remote sensing requirements, and

it will in no way replace those air-photo surveys required to meet mapping
requirements for scales larger =hat 1:50,000 and contour intervals of less

than 20 m. What it will do, is provide a precise three-dimensional

multispectral model of the Earth at reasonable resolution and in digital

form. Moreover, the satellite will record the changing responses of the

Earth's surface as long as it is in operation.

Mapsat can be built today at what is considered to be a reasonable cost

(15) as it is based on available components and technology. Moreover,

it is designed for simplified operation and data processing. Assuming that
an operational Earth-sensing system will be flown, surely Mapsat is a
deserving candidate for such a job.
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Mapsa_ Parameters.

o 0rbi_--Same as Landsa_ 1, 2 and 3- (919 km al_)..

o Sensor--Linear Arrays--Thre_ optics lookin_ 23 °. forward,

vertical and 23 ° arc. Three spectral bands:

blue- green 0.47 - 0.57" urn-

red 0.ST - 0.70 um

near IIt 0.76 -- 1.05 urn,

o Swat:h--130 km or por'...ton_ "..hereof_

o ResoluLion--_arlable--Down _o I0 m element.

o. Transmlssion--S (or X) band._compa:ible wICh Landsan recelve:s,

modified for daCJ¢ ra_es up. 1:o 48 Mb/a..

o ProcessinEP-_e dimensional, £ncludin_ s_ereoo

TABLE 1
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Xaps.a.tIEp1pq14rt:on41tlon
HaxtmumPevlat!on(±) In H41fOrbit--(50 H!nqte_)

(HetersOnl_h¢l_roqnd)

Case I. Verti¢4] plus Ca_e 2, Fore and
For or Aft--B/H, 0,5 Aft--B/H = 1.0

o Optimumcondition; 1,3 m 0.3 m

o Attitude errors (yaw and p!tch) of;

IO 4rc second_ 0,7 |._
_ 100 arc seconds 5.0 12

_ Att|_ude rate errqrs of;

lo-_deOo/Sec. 11(e)* e2(4)_,
10-_ deg./sec. 110 (22)* 230 (46)

0 Elevation differences Of:

I_000 m 2,3 0,5 •
lo,ooo m 22 1._

( ) Values obta!ned by 10 m|nut@rather thpn 50 minute stel!ar
reference |nterva|z,



Mapsac. Geometric Ke_ulremencs

o Positional Decermlnaclon of Sacelli_e---10 co 20 m_I/ in

all _hrae.axes.

o Poin_In E Accuracy---Wi=hin_z/0.._° of vea'zical..

o Poin_InE DecarmlnaEion--Wich/n _z/ 5 co i0 arc seconds

o SCabili_/ of SaCelli=e--KocaciomLl races-within _z/10-4

d e_=ees/s e_ond.

ii r_. (1_)

2._/ vecT' l_gh p_l_.b:l.Lf._/' (3_)
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Direction focal planes, approx. 30 cm Lon8

off giighC

Mapsa_ Sensor ConfIEura_ion Cno_ _o scala).

O_Lcs" A_ B, and C are _ Ei_Ld pa_T of the sa_elliTe.
0p_c B senses _he sam_ sEz-lp60 seconds afce_"A;
optic C, 120 seconds after A. Any combination af
A+ B, and C p_oduces stereo. Optics A and C are
of about. 10X 1onset focal lenETh _o provide
cesolunlon Compatible w___h optic B.

_GUaE 3
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Haps_atEp|polar Plane Geometr_

Elevation difference a_ a
function qf time

d2

V t

Z2

l

1.

"c tum

V = satellite velocity (constant) ke K = constants
t l, t 2 = time to stereo |mage pqtflt_ i And 2 hi -= H - ZI = , _ k;d] = , - _.V.t l

dl = V-tl dist. moved to acquire stereo ha = "- Z 2 = H - k.d2 = " - k.y.t2

d2 = V.t2 data of _tnt-s | and 2 hz -.hi = K.(t2- ti)
H =satel]lte altitude _hove datum (constant)

and 2above ddtum Ah, At = olevatlon and time differences,hz, h2 = elevation of points } points 1 an4 2
Zz Z2 = distance from orbit to points } #qd _
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